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active in the south, while in the north the dukes of Normandy
were energetic reformers. In fact, the very people who were
responsible for the development of monastic reform (apart
from Cluny) in the eleventh century were the people who
were promoting reform among the secular clergy. The two
movements were closely associated where the monasteries
were part of the normal organisation of the Church and
subject to the bishops. Monks were constantly employed to
fill the highest offices in the Church. In Germany the king,
in Normandy the duke, watched over the whole and kept
it under his direction. In Lorraine, where ecclesiastical
authority was strong and lay power was becoming gradually
weaker, the reformers were able to develop along their own
lines; and it was from this region rather than from Cluny
that the more advanced reformers were to come.
Simony	In this early stage there were two evils against which the
reformers directed their main attack—Simony and Clerical
Marriage. Simony, the sin of Simon Magus, the buying or
selling of ecclesiastical office or preferment, was widespread.
Many bishops had bought their sees, and recouped them-
selves by selling the offices within their gift and even charging
for ordination to the various grades in the ministry. It was
a difficult problem for it touched all, high and low, and
moreover it touched the lay power as well, since ecclesiastical
preferment depended to so large an extent on lay nomination.
Henry II, though he was financially the loser, strove to stamp
it out. Conrad II had no interest in reform, and to him
the payment of a sum from a bishop who succeeded to
lands derived from the Crown was only the natural counter-
part of the fine a lay vassal would pay on inheriting an estate
on the king's domain. Henry III, on the other hand, was
as strongly opposed to it as Henry II. They were acting in
their best interests, as events proved. In the case of rulers
who were keen reformers, like themselves or like William
the Conqueror, the fact of their control of the Church was
hardly criticised. But when a ruler allowed or encouraged
the practice of simony, he drew the fire of the reformers
on to the lay control which made the practice possible.
Clerical	While simony affected all ranks of the clergy, clerical
marriage      marriage concerned the lesser clergy only, since the celibacy
of bishops was unquestioned.   There were a number of

